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This answer is option 2: her sister died 
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In the Age Harmonic Chart of the day of the event you see: 

 

a Yod consisting of the Moon, Ruler of the 1st in the 3rd House of brothers and sisters, Uranus , 

ruler of the 8th , conjunct Pluto, both related to death and Mars Ruler of the 8th House of the 

sister in the 8th of the 3rd. 

 

Mercury, Ruler of the 3rd , sextile Neptune 

 

Saturn, trine Moon in the 3rd and oppositie Uranus/Pluto 

 

All pointing in the direction of the death of her sister. 

 

 

 

9 Astrologers participated in the Test. 4 Astrologers found the correct answer. Below 

follow their answers in order of receipt.          

 

 

Susanne Tietgens (Germany) 

uses the AH technique 

 

 

The Mars-Moon aspect (inconjunct) in the AH can also mean the bicycle accident, but 

the Biwheel speaks for the death of the sister: 

  

Age Harmonic Technique 

• Ascendant Cancer with Moon in the 3rd House (Siblings) 

• Biwheel: Ascendant conjunct 10th House radix: 10 is the 8th  of the 3rd  = death of the 

sister 

• AH Ruler 10th House Mars inconjunct to the Moon: Confirmation of death 

• Biwheel: AH Northnode conjunct Radix ruler 3rd House Jupiter (sister): a change in 

the relationship with the sister – she died 
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Erika Eilert-Hein (Germany) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 Asc. in Cancer, Ruler  the Moon in the 3rd House sextile Pluto (death)  

 House 6 (4th  from 3rd ), Ruler Jupiter in the 12th House (loss) in a wide  

square to Mercury, ruler 3rd House  

 8th House from 3rd  is the 10th House, Ruler, Mars in 10, inconjunct Pluto and  

Uranus  

 Saturn (the end) opposite Pluto 

 

 

 

Aurora Paquet (France) 

uses the Sola Return Chart (Classic) 

 

 

 There is  a solar eclipse on February 15th 27°07 of Aquarius square Saturn/Uranus in 

the 8th which predicts a sudden event which affects the family (Saturn almuten 1st  

and of 4th )  

 The Ruler of the year Saturn in natal 8th HouseI receiving the square of the eclipse of 

the Sun shows a year marked by losses, mourning 

  Venus is divisor and participant mistress of 1 and 8 

  In the Solar Return Venus and Saturn are both almuten of the 8th  

  Saturn transits the 3rd House of borthers and sisters 

 

 

 

 

Anne Fryer (Australia) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 Mercury rules 3rd  House of brothers and sister and 12th House of loss 

 Moon is square NN in Gemini in the 12th 

 Moon is in 3rd trine Saturn ruler of the 8th : death of her sister 

 Saturn opposite Pluto in Scorpio a natural ruler of the 8th , relates to death 

 the Moon is quincunx Mars, Ruler of the 8th of the 3rd+ death of the sister, and sextile 

Pluto  
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You all did a great job on working on the Tests! 

A new Test will be posted to the website round and about December 1st. 

Until then and keep safe and healthy! 

 

 

 


